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Objective | Standard | Output
---|---|---

Fit For Propose

Fit For Future

Resilient

12 RECOMMENDATION OF THE [OECD] COUNCIL ON REGULATORY POLICY AND GOVERNANCE
1. Political Commitment for regulatory quality
2. Open government, transparency and participation
3. Mechanisms and institutions to foster reg. quality
4. RIA in early stages of the policy process
5. Systematic reviews of the stock of regulation
6. Regularly publish reports on performance
7. Consistent policy on reg. agencies role and functions
8. Effectiveness on reviewing legality and procedural
9. Risk assessment, management, and communication
10. Coherence through supra, national and sub-national
11. Management capacity and performance at sub national
12. International co-operation and effects on outside parties

Effectiveness
Efficiency
Equity
Intra-gerational
Inter-gerational
Innovation friendly
Flexible
Adaptable
Agile
Resilient
Fit For Future
Fit For Propose
Objective
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Benefits and challenges of applying regulatory management tools

Gradually implement RIA

Create the methodology
- Develop (integrate) the methodologies form qualitative analyses to SCM, to consider benefits to C&B, to risk analyses
- Expand the impacts to businesses, citizens, public administration
- Broaden the analyses from economy to social and environmental impacts

Difficulties / resistance and barriers:
- Time
  - Political cycle
  - Economic cycle
  - Regulatory delay
  - Regulatory lag
  - Predictability
- Resources
- Technical capacity
  - Team
  - Cabinets / Administration

Provide guidance and guidelines
- Create and disseminate tools: cost calculator / IT Platform
- Provide training and support
- Use of harmonized statistics
- New tools / new risks
  - Data driven regulation
  - Algorithmic governance

Ex post analyses / Evaluations / Post Implementation Reviews
- Foresight

Demonstrate / convince / explain that Evidence Base Regulation will contribute for better public intervention
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0b0PA_mg610